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Abstract 
Xing, C.-p., Hyperelliptic functions fields and codes, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 73 
( 1991) 109-l 18. 
Based on the arithmetics of 
sort of hyperelliptic codes. 
hyperelliptic function fields we compute the minimum distance of a 
1. Introduction 
Goppa geometric codes are constructed by using a smooth projective curve and 
two divisors D,G of this curve. Some main parameters of algebraic-geometric 
codes have very obvious geometric interpretations (see [3,4.6,7]). Tsfasman et 
al. [7] published a paper with the extremely exciting result that there exists a 
sequence of algebraic-geometric codes over IF, which exceed the Varshamov- 
Gilbert bound for CJ = p’ ~49. 
For the hyperelliptic curve y’ = fix) over IF, with deg( f) 2 5, there is a singular 
point (0, LO); such a curve is not smooth. But the codes which are constructed by 
using the hyperelliptic curves can be discussed basing on arithmetic of hyperellip- 
tic function fields. 
Section 2 introduces hyperelliptic function fields and hyperelliptic codes. In 
Section 3, the minimum distance of a sort of hyperelliptic codes have an 
arithmetic interpretation. 
2. Hyperelliptic function fields and hyperelliptic codes 
Some notations in this paper follow [8]. 
Let [F, be a field with 9 elements and 2,/’ 4. y is algebraic over IF&) and the 
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degree of of f(x) is odd. Let K = 
curve y’ = 
IF&, y) = lF,(x)[y] be the function field of the 
f(x). It is known that the genus of K over IF, is (deg(f) - 1912. 
For each manic irreducible polynomial p(x) in F,[x], there is an associated 
prime divisor P (called finite) in F,(x). that is, P is the set of equivalent 
valuations. up is the normal discrete valuation in P. The prime divisor associated 
with (1 lx) is denoted as x and u, is the associated normal discrete valuation in x. 
Q is the set of equivalent valuations in K which are the extensions of valuations 
in P and we say that Q divides P, that is, Q] P. wv is the associated normal 
discrete valuation. 
As 2 )i deg( f 9, the infinite prime divisor x in IF,(x) is ramified and K is called 
the imaginary quadratic field. 
Let 44(K) be the set of all prime divisors in K and JU,,( K) be A(K) - { =}, then 
{K, U44JK)} is an ordinary arithmetic field and (K, A(K)} is a global field. 
is a Dedekind ring and is denoted as 0,. It is known that 0, = IF&] + yiF,[x] 
and the discriminant of 0, is f(x). 
{a E K: wv(a) 2 0, for any Q E Al,,(K)} 
Lemma 1 (see 11,819. If P is a finite prime divisor and p(x) is the associated manic 
irreducible polynomial in IF, [xl, then : 
(1) If p(x)1 f(x), then P is ramified. 
(2) If p(x) % f(x) and (f(x) /p(x)) = 1, where (* /p(x)) is the Jacobi’s symbol, 
then P spilts. 
(3) If p(x)k f(x) and (f(x) /p(x)) = - 1, then P is inert. q 
Hyperelliptic codes are constructed as Goppa geometric codes. We consider n 
finite prime divisors of degree one in K, Q, , . . . , Q,, ; then there are n rational 
points on the curve y’ = f(x) over F,, I?,, . . . , R,,, which are associated with 
Q,v . , Q,, and we call D the divisor lqy= i Qi. We also consider a second divisor 
G = &, Q” Q such that supp( D 17 supp(G) = 8. Let L(G) be the space of ele- ) 
ments t of the field K such that div(t)G is an integral divisor. 
Consider the following code over ff (I: 
c(D, G) = ((f&9,. . . , f(R,,)): f E L(G)} . 
The above code is called a hyperelliptic code. If deg(G) < n, then the dimen- 
sion of C( D, G) is equal to the dimension of L(G), which is at least deg( G) + 
1 - g; equality holds if deg(G) > 2g - 2, where g is the genus of K over [F,. The 
minimum distance is at least n - deg(G) and we call it the designed distance. 
These results are the same as Goppa geometric codes and can be proven by using 
Riemann-Roth’s theorem and the residue theorem in function fields. 
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3. The minimum distance of a sort of hyperelliptic codes 
For the divisor G = n, Q” c’ in K, we consider the fractional ideal L ‘(G) of the 
ordinary arithmetic field {K, X,,(K)), where L’(G) is the set { t E K: w,,(t) 1 
-+ for all Q E J&(K)}. 
Let 
where eQ is the ramification index 
number. Let 
‘np(Y) = $p” [(Q(Y) + QVq_J l 
of Q and [*I is the integral part of a real 
g,(x) = J-J p(x)-“*‘.(‘) , 
Pit= 
g,(x) = n p(x)-“*~B~Y) . 
P#X 
It is obvious that g,(x). yg,.( x are in L’(G). We consider the basis of L ‘(G) for ) 
some particular divisor G. 
Lemma 2. Let G = n8 Q”V arld satisfy the corzditiort that if the divisors Q. Q’ are 
both above some prime divisor P in F,(x), then n0 = 12~~. arzd g,(x), g&x) are the 
same as above; then g,(x), ygJx) is the basis of L ‘(G) as IF&x]-module. 
Proof. For any prime divisor P, 
v,(A(L’(G))) = vp(N,,, (.v,(g) -N;ilF ,,,(L’(G))) , 
11 Y 
where 9 is the differential of field K. 
Let rV be the differential exponent of prime divisor Q and j$ the residue class 
degree, then 
Upwlw?(,(.v)(~ )I = Up&F,(x)) = c QfQ ’ 
VIP 
Thus, 
VPGuh~ YgJ zz vPGwr(G))) zz c (-2Q + QfQ ’ 
QIP 
where the left-hand side equals 
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It is easy to prove that 
for all finite prime P by considering that P is ramified, inert or spilting. 
From above, we get the conclusion that 
vp(A(g,, YgyN = q44L’wN = c (-2nQ + rQ)fQ ’ 
QIP 
and thus g,, yg,. is the basis of L’(G). 0 
Lemma 3. Let gl, gy and G be the same as in Lemma 2, Q, , . . 8 , Q, spilting prime 
divisors of degree one irr K~tich that Q~~suPP~~), i= 1, . . . , t and (Q,):=, above 
t dvferent spiking prime divisors of degree one in F,(x). If ((a,, bi)):=, are t 
rational points which associate with ( Qi > := 1, then there exists a polynomial 
h(x) E IF Q [x] of degree less than t - 1 such that 
h(x), fi (X - ai)) = 1 
i=l 
& w ir (x - ai )y h(x)g, Cx) + Ygytx) 
i=l 
is the basis of L’(Gln:=, Qi) as F,[x]-module. 
Proof. We prove this lemma by induction. 
When t = L as m(x-n,j(l) = mcx-a,j(y) = 0, then g,(q)- g,(q) +O. Let 
h(x) be -b,g,(a,)k,(a,)~ it can be easily seen that g, (x)(x - a,), 
h(x)g,fx) + yg,(x) E L’(G@,), and for any finite prime divisor P in IF Jx), 
VP(d!&W(X - a, )1 k, + Y&J 
= VPNX - a, 1’ l 4 g, 7 ygy )) 
= 2 + u,(d!L’(G))) 
1 
for P = (x - a,) 
v,(mw))) for P#(x-a,) 
= v,(A(L’(G’J’I ,))) . 
Thus k(x) satisfies the lemma. 
If the lemma is ,orrect for t - 1, that is, there exists a polynomial h’(x) oi 
degree less than 1 - 2 such that 
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( 
r-l 
h’(x), I_r (x-q) = I 
L 
r=l ) 
t-l 
& n (x - ai)7 h’(xk~ + Y~_v 
i=l 
is the basis of %&]-module L’(G/fl:l: Qi); then, for any finite prime divisor P, 
(( 
f-l 
up A gl n (x-ai)Th’g, +Yg> 
i=l 
)) =&(+/f~ at)))). 
As Q, does not belong to supp(G), then g, (a,) l g,.(a,; # 0. Let k, be 
(-b,g,(a,))k_Ja,) and 4x) be k nrr: (x - ai) + h’(x); it is easy to see that 
deg(h) 5 t - 1, h(a,)g,(a,) + b,g,.(a,) = 0 and for i = 1, . . . , t - 1, h(a,) = h’(a,). 
Therefore, hg, + yg_,. E L’(G/nrEl Qi). It is obvious that g,(x) fl:=, (x - a,) is in 
L’(G/J-Jicl (2,). Consider 
up (( A gl fi (x - ai)* hg, + Ygj 
i=l 
11 
u r-l = 21.1,(x - a,) + V, A g, rl (x - ai). h’g, + ygJ 
i=l 
1) 
= Up(A( “( Pi’[fJ Qi))) . 
The lemma is correct. cl 
We will consider the particular divisor G = n, Q”‘~J’-“x” associated with z(x) E 
F,(x). It is obvious that deg(G) is equal to 2 deg(z). 
Theorem 4. If z(x) is a rational function in IF,(x) and g - 1 < de&z) < n/2, where 
gisthegenusofKoverF,. LetQ ,,..., Q,, be prime divisors of degree one such 
that spilting prime divisors show up in pairs in (ai}:‘=, , that is, if Q E 
IQ . . . , 
pri;e 
Q,,] is above some prime divisor P in IF,(x), and Q I is another spilting 
divisor above P, then Q ’ is also in ( Q , , . . . , Q,, >. Let D be the divisor 
J’Jy=, Qi and G be the divisor fl, Q”*u”‘, then the minimum distance of the 
hyperelliptic code C(D, G) is equal to n - deg(G) v and only if the number of 
spilting prime divisor pairs in supp( D) i> more thafl &g(z). 
Proof. Let k be the number of spilting prime divisor pairs in supp(D) and HZ the 
number of ramified prime divisors in supp( D), then /I = 2k + m. 
If k 2 deg(z), we may suppose that { Q,i_ 1, Q,i} ~~~“’ are deg( z) pairs of 
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spilting prime divisors. They associate with deg(r) pairs of rational points 
on the curve y’ =f(x). Let 
deg(z) 
c(x)=Tyx) n (x-q), 
i=l 
it is obvious that c(R 1 ) = l l l = c(R,,,(, ,) = 0 and 
thus the minimum distance d of C(D, G) is at most n - deg(G), the 
11 - deg(G). 
If d = n - deg( G) and k < deg(z), we will prove that this is a contradiction. 
As d = n - deg(G), there exists c #OE L(G) such that wt(c(R,), . . . , 
c(R,,)) = n - deg(G), 
c E L(G!n;:g;G’ Q,). 
we may suppose that C(Ri,) = 0, j = 1, . . . , deg(G), then 
We also suppose that there are three sorts of prime divisors of degree one in 
1 Q,l deg(G) j=l - 
(I ) There are r ramified prime divisors of degree one, they associate with r 
rational points { (ai, bi)}j= I on the curve y’ = f(x). 
(2) There are s pairs of spilting prime divisors, they are associated with s pairs 
Of rational points {(a,., bi), (ai, - b;)}rfr+ 1. 
(3) There are c spiking prime divisors which associate with t rational points 
{(a,, bj)>;=‘fIf+ 1.
It is obvious that IZ,, . . . , ar+s+l 
b, = 0. We also conclude that 
are pairwise different on IF, and b, = . l l =. 
r + 2s + d = 2 deg(z(x)) = deg(G) , (1) 
2s + 2t 5 2k < 2 deg(z(x)) = deg(G) , (2) 
rsm(deg(f(x))=2g+l. (3) 
Case 1: t= 0. Then, by Lemma 2, 
T+S T+S 
g, = z -‘(‘) lJ (X-aj) 7 Ygy=_YZ-l(X) n (X--j) 
j=l j-r+1 
is the basis of L’(G/nj Qj,) as [F&x]-module. 
Hyperclliptic fhctiorl fields md codes 11s 
Consider 
WA g, ) = We&) - r - S) (as prime divisor is ramified) 
= 2(s - deg(r)) UJY (1)) 
<o WY (2))' 
WAY&&) = we(u) + 2@%(4 - 4 
= -~wl~N + r (by (1)) 
<o (by (3) and r is even) . 
For any u(x),u(x) E F4[ x 1, such that U(X) and u(x) are both not zero, if one of 
u(x),u(x) is equal to zero, then w&g, + uyg,.) is equal to w,@g,) or w&yg,.) 
which is 0. We suppose u(x)u(x) # 0; as w&g, ) is even and w,( uyg,.) odd, we 
can conclude that 
Thus L ‘( G/nj Q,) equals (0} , and it is a contradiction in t 5s case. 
Case 2: c 2 1. Then, by Lemma 3, there exists a polynomial h(x) E FJx] of 
degree less than c - 1 such that 
( 
r+s+t 
h(x), n (x - a;) = 1 , 
i=r+s+ 1 
) 
and 
r+s+t 
fi =Z-l(X) n (X-ai), 
i=l 
l+S r-l-s 
f? = h(X)f l(X) n (x -ai)+yZ-l(X)' n (X-ai) 
i=l i=r+ 1 
is the basis of L’(GInj Q,) as F&x]-module. 
Let g, and gv be as the same as in Case 1. Consider 
w,( f,) = 2(deg(z) - r - s - t) 
= 2(s - deg(z)) (by (1)) 
<o (by (2))' 
WA.&> =mwc(k,)~ K(Y&)l 
(as w&g,) is even and w,-(yg,.) is odd) 
= min{2(deg(z) - r - s - deg(h)), -deg( f) + 2(degk) - d> . 
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(a) When 2(deg(z) - r - s - deg(h)) > -deg( f) + 2(deg(z) - s), that is. 
deg( f) I2 > r + Jeg(h) , 
we have 
(4) 
For 
We 
(b) 
wAf2) = -deg( f ) + We&~ - s) 
= -deg( f) + 2r + 2(s + I - deg(z)) (by (1)) 
5 2r - deg( f) (by assumption and (2)) 
co (by (4) and as deg( Jc) 2 3) . 
any u(x) and u(x) E F&X], we may suppose that uu # 0, 
04f, + ufz) = mini w&f, )3 KAuf2)> 
(as w,(ufi) is even and w,(uf?) odd) 
CO. 
get a contradiction. 
When 2(deg(z) - r - s - deg(h)) < -deg( f) + 2(deg(z) - s), that is, 
deg( f)/2 c r + deg(h) , 
we have 
w,( f2) = 2(deg(z) - r - s - deg(h)) 
5 2(deg(z) - r - s) 
= 2(s + l- deg(z)) (by (1)) 
5 2(k - deg(z)) (by (2)) 
CO (by the assumption that k < deg(t)) . 
If there exist u, u = %,[x], such that w&f, + uf?) is more than 0, then uu is not 
zero. Consider 
w&f, + uf_) = Wx((Ufi + uhg,) + uyg,.) 
= min{ w,(ufi + uhg, )9 w&W_3 
(as w-&f, + uhg,) + wSu~g,)) . 
Thus 
05 wx(uygJ j = 2(-deg(u) + deg(z) - s) - kg(f) q 
and then 
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0 5 deg( u) 5 deg( z) - s - deg( f ) / 2 
< Zdeg(z) - 2s - deg( f) 
5 2 deg(z) - 2s - J* = I . 
So, we can conclude that 
r+s+t 
u J-J (x-a;)+uh#O 
i=r+s+ 1 
because deg(u) c t and (h, IT”,“::+ 1 (x - a,)) = 1. 
Then 
uf, + vhg, = Zm’(X)rj(X-12i)(U ‘+K’ (X-a,)+Uh)ZO 
i=l i=r+s+ 1 
and 
/ r+s \ 
W,(Ufi + Uhg,) 5 W,(Z-’ fl (X - ai,) 
i=l 
= 2(deg(z) - r - S) 
= 2(s + t - deg(z)) (by (1)) 
<o (by (2)) - 
This is a contradiction and we have completed the proof of this theorem. Cl 
Theeremi 5. !f the divisors D,G are the same as in Theorem 4, k is the number of 
spilt@ prime divisor pairs in supp(D) and m the number of ramified prime 
divisors in supp(D ), then when k < deg(z(X)), the minimum distance of C( D, G) 
is equal to 
min{n - deg(z) - k, n - deg(G) + deg( f) - m + 1} . 
fi*oof. The proof of this theorem is analogous to that of Theorem 4. Cl 
If the spilting prime divisors do not show up in pairs in supp( D ), the upper and 
lower bounds of the minimum distance of the code C(D.G) can be obtained. 
Theorem 6. If g - 1 < deg(z) < n/2 and there are three sorts of prime divisors in 
supp(D), 
( 1) m ramified prime divisors, 
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(2 ) k pairs of spiltirtg prime divisors. 
(3) j spiking prime divisors, 
t/w1 the minimum distance of C(D,G) satisfies 
(4 d = n - &g(G), for k z&g(z). 
(b) min{n - deg(z) - k, n - deg(G) + deg( f) - p1? b- 1) 
2 d 2 min{N - deg(z) - k - j, TV - deg(G) + deg( f) - HI f 1) , 
for k + j < deg(z) . 
(4 n - deg(G) I: d 5 min(n - deg(z) - k, n - deg(G) + deg( f) - m + l} 
for deg(z) (: k + j < j -I- deg(z) 
Proof. We only prove (b). because the proofs of (a) and (c) are analogous to that 
of (b) 
We may add j spilting prime divisors of degree one to supp(D) such that 
supp( D ‘) is the union of supp( D ) and j spiking prime divisors which are added to 
supp( D ), and spiking prime divisors show up in pairs in supp( D ’ ). By Theorem 5, 
the minimum distance d’ of C(D’, G) is equal to min{ (fr + j) - deg(z) - k - j, 
(II -;- j‘, - deg(G) + deg( f) - m + 1). As d’ is less than j + d, the right inequality 
is o%iined. 
L&t supp( E” I t;d the supp(D) - { j spilting prime divisors in supp( D)} such that 
spilting prime &visors show up in pairs in supp<D”). Then the minimum distance 
of C(i3”. G) is 
d”= min{(rt -j) - deg(z) - k, (n -j) - deg(G) + deg( f) - m + l} , 
thus the left inequality follows: d 5 d” + j. Cl 
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